OVERVIEW OF EXPECTED OUTCOMES - TERM 2 – 2017
Oxley State School
YEAR 5
English

Expected Outcomes
Unit 2: Examining media texts
In this unit, students listen to, read, view and interpret a range of news articles and reports
from journals and newspapers to respond to viewpoints portrayed in media texts. Students
apply comprehension strategies, focusing on particular viewpoints portrayed in a range of
media texts. They create a digital multimodal feature article, including written and visual
elements, from a particular viewpoint.

Assessment
Unit 2: Comprehend a feature article

Week 3

Exam/test
Students interpret and analyse information
from a feature article.
Unit 2: Multimodal feature article
Poster/ multimodal

Unit 3: Examining characters in animated film
In this unit students listen to, read, view and interpret a range of multimodal texts including
comics, cartoons and animations. Students present a point of view about personal conflict and
ethical dilemmas faced by characters through a panel discussion. They produce a digital
multimodal short story exploring a character’s behaviour when faced with an ethical dilemma.

Week

Week 6

To select information and create a multimodal
feature article that presents a particular point
of view about an issue.

Unit 3: Digital multimodal short story

Week 10

Poster/multi-modal presentation
Students create a digital multimodal short story
that focuses on the behaviours of two main
characters when faced with an ethical dilemma.
PM/Probe: Diagnostic reading assessment
(Fiction)

Science

Survival in the environment
In this unit students will examine the structural features and behavioural adaptations that
assist living things to survive in their environment. Students will understand that science
involves using evidence and data to develop explanations. Student will investigate the
relationships between the factors that influence how plants and animals survive in their
environments, including those that survive in extreme environments. This knowledge will be
used to design creatures with adaptations that are suitable for survival in prescribed
environments.

Description and explanation of fictional animal

TBA

Week 9
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History

Exploring the development of British colonies in Australia
Students will investigate the following questions:
- What do we know about the lives of people in Australia’s colonial past and how do we know?
- How did an Australian colony develop over time and why?
- How did colonial settlement change the environment?
The following content is taught as part of the unit:
- key events related to the development of British colonies of Australia
- the economic, political and social motivations behind colonial developments, particularly the
establishment of the Moreton Bay and Van Diemen’s Land colonies
- aspects of daily life in the 1800s
-the impact of colonisation on the environment and Aboriginal peoples.

Geography

YEAR 5
Mathematics

Collection of work — Colonial life in Moreton
Bay

Week 7

To identify the cause and effect of changes and
continuities in a colony and develop an
historical recount in role as a free settler to
describe their experiences.

Assessed in Semester 2

Overview of Expected Outcomes
Students develop understandings of:
 Location and transformation — investigate & create reflection, translation & rotation
symmetry; describe & create transformations using symmetry, transform shapes through
enlargement & describe the feature of transformed shapes.
 Shape — apply the properties of 3D objects to make connections with a variety of twodimensional representations of 3D objects, represent 3D objects with 2D representations.
 Geometric reasoning — identify the components of angles, compare & estimate the size
of angles to establish benchmarks, construct & measure angles.
 Number and place value — round & estimate to check the reasonableness of answers,
explore & apply mental computation strategies for multiplication & division, solve
multiplication & division problems with no remainders, solve problems using mental
computation strategies & informal recording methods, compare & evaluate strategies that
are appropriate to different problems & explore & identify factors & multiples.
 Fractions and decimals — make connections between fractional numbers & the place
value system, & represent, compare & order decimals
 Patterns and algebra — create & continue patterns involving whole numbers, fractions &
decimals, explore strategies to find unknown quantities.
 Data representation and interpretation — explore methods of data representations to
construct & interpret data displays, reason with data.

Assessment

Week

Generation geometry
Short answer questions
Students estimate, measure and construct
angles, to make connections between threedimensional objects and their two-dimensional
representation, to describe the symmetry and
transformation of two-dimensional shapes and
designs.

Week 3

Number Fact Test
Students answer addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division number facts.

Week 6
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Health / Physical
Education

Athletics: Athletic Spectacle
Students will create an athletic-themed sequence using fundamental movement skills and
elements of movement. They will perform running, jumping and throwing sequences in
authentic situations.

Technology

Cyber Safety Presentation followed by class activities.

YEAR 5
The Arts
(Music, Visual Arts,
Dance, Drama and
Media Arts)

LOTE

National Curriculum Unit Checklist and Criteria

Cyber Safety Poster: Safe use of digital
technologies.
Cyber Quiz: Online (Buddie)

Overview of Expected Outcomes
Music
Building on skills being developed in Term 1, students will continue to consolidate and
extend their repertoire of more complex rhymes and songs. Students will have the
opportunity to perform a selection of rhythmic and melodic ostinato, rhythmic and melodic
canons, partner songs, accompaniments (including drone, bordun and chordal) as individuals
and as a group.
Students will discover a new rhythmic element in simple time through a known song (tika ti).
Students will perform as a small group their own verse of ‘The Limerick Song’. They will
perform the bass or chord pattern on marimba or ukulele respectively while accompanying
other students.

Students will:
1. Be able to transit between Chinese and English.
2. Realize the similarities and differences between Chinese and English.
3. Get familiar with Chinese pronunciation system—pinyin.
4. Be able to use pinyin to speak and write Chinese.
5. Be able to introduce their origin countries and languages in Chinese.
6. Develop skills to compose a conversation in Chinese.

Assessment

On-going

Week 3

Week

Students perform own words to the Limerick
Song. Students accompany a partner on ukulele
or marimba for the Limerick Song.

Weeks 4-8

Students create, write and perform a 4 beat
rhythm pattern in simple time using tika ti.

Weeks 6-8

1.

2.
3.

Listening task: Understand learned
Chinese in oral form-countries,
languages and people.
Writing: Use pinyin to write down the
passage for their speaking task.
Speaking task: Introduce their origin
countries and languages in Chinese.

5-6

4-5
5-6

At Oxley State School teaching, learning and assessment are based on ACARA (Australian Curriculum) and State Schooling, Curriculum into the Classroom (C2C) documents.
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